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This practical, informative guide is packed with more than 700 full-color illustrations and
photographs detailing more than 150 affordable marijuana grow setups. Become an expert on
grow rooms, feminized seeds, seedlings, cloning, mother plants, singling out male and female
plants early, peak sinsemilla harvest, as well as manicuring, drying and curing your crop for
highest potency. Buy only the grow gear you need hydroponics and soil, lights, CO2, meters,
fans and filters to maximize your harvest. Design and set up your grow room with supplies from
your local hardware store and garden center. Plus troubleshoot problems and control common
pests and diseases!

Marijuana Grow Basics will provide patients and their caregiver cultivators all the up-to-date and
necessary information to engage in self-preservation and autonomy from the vagaries and
dangers of the so-called black market. --Allen St. Pierre, executive director, NORML,
Washington, DCDon't get locked in the closet without it! --Phil Kilv, founder/publisher, Weed
World, Coventry, UKAn indispensable tool for the growers of the world the true rebels who are
changing the world one plant at a time. --Johnny Vee, Editor in Chief, SKUNKMagazine,
Montreal, CanadaFrom the Inside Flap Marijuana Grow Basics will provide patients and their
caregiver cultivators all the up-to-date and necessary information to engage in self-preservation
and autonomy from the vagaries and dangers of the so-called black market. -- Allen St. Pierre,
executive director, NORML, Washington, DC  A quick, concise, and easy-to-read manual that
covers every aspect of cannabis cultivation . . . a positively refreshing photo-grow-journal! --
Cliff Cremer, chief editor, Soft Secrets, Amsterdam, Holland  Growing made easy for the zap
generation! -- Jan Sennema, cannabis journalist, Amsterdam, Holland  The first  Plug  n Play
guide about cannabis cultivation. -- KIMO, Hanf Journal and THCene, Berlin, Germany  An
indispensable tool for the growers of the world the true rebels who are changing the world one
plant at a time. -- Johnny Vee, editor in chief, SKUNK Magazine, Montreal, Canada  The
master tells how to grow with new outstanding photos and text . . . If your plants need LOVE, call
JORGE! -- Rob Tuinstra, editor in chief, Highlife, Amsterdam, Holland  A simple yet effective
tool for the grower; he s done it again! -- Lorna Clay, director, Cannabis College, Amsterdam,
Holland  After the Bible, . . . simply the most detailed and exhaustive basic guide. -- Maurizio
Birocchi,  editor in chief, Dolce Vita, Milan, Italy  With Marijuana Grow Basics, Jorge Cervantes
brilliantly sets new standards for the easiest and yet totally complete grow book. A must! --
Tigrane Hadengue, publisher, Mama Editions, Paris, FranceAbout the AuthorCervantes is a
world-renown expert on indoor, outdoor, and greenhouse cannabis cultivation. He puts more
than thirty years of expert cannabis growing knowledge and hands-on experience at your
fingertips with his books, articles, and photographs. His expert advice has guided millions of



growers worldwide to apply simple, effective horticultural techniques to high-yield closet,
basement, backyard, medicinal, and guerilla gardens. In his monthly question and answer
column, Jorge's Rx, in High Times, the flagship of the magazine's cultivation section, Cervantes
solves growers' problems with definitive clarity. He also pens a regular column in Soft Secrets.
The magazines boast the biggest circulation in North America and Europe respectively.
Cervantes still finds the time to contribute feature cultivation articles to High Times, Burst High
(Japanese) and a dozen European cannabis magazines. Multilingual Cervantes also speaks at
eight international cannabis fairs in Europe every year. With five books in print and more than a
half million books sold, you can find his work in Dutch, English, French, German, and
Spanish.Read more
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Cannabis Breeder's Bible: The Definitive Guide to Marijuana Genetics, Cannabis Botany and
Creating Strains for the Seed Market



BBD, “but I am sure it is good, cause originally I just bought the new Cervantes .... I bought this
book, along with three others...I haven't received it yet, but I am sure it is good, cause originally I
just bought the new Cervantes encyclopedia, they finally shipped it a week later on the 20th of
April. But like I said, I couldn't figure out if I actually needed this, but I ordered it and the grow
bible additionally on the 20th of April, I am sure once I learn more with experience, and even
have this handy book, no matter what, it will be good to have in my collection of books, the weed
section, a fascinating subject that many people in the health care industry need to be familiar
with. I have no idea if the content is redundant compared to the two other books, but eh, oh
well.UPDATE FOR ANY BEGINNER UNSURE IF THEY NEED THIS BOOK TOO, WHICH YOU
DO, FROM JORGE CERVANTES,..THANKS JORGE--------Hi BBD,If this is your first cannabis
garden and it is indoors, you may want to pick up a copy of Marijuana Grow Basics. This book
will walk you step-by-step through garden room setup, seeds/clones, planting growing, flowering
and harvest and drying. It will keep you on track.The Cannabis Encyclopedia may give too much
information to assimilate quickly. But it will be able to answer all your questions over time.”

Dave Byron, “Ok. ”

Adam the Awesome, “Exactly what I needed. I came across Jorge online and made the snap
decision to get his book along with his DVD. I'm not a by the book learner, much preferring to
learn by trial and error along the way, but watching the DVD and then spot identifying problems
in the book ~ which are both easy to read, easy to understand, easy to apply, and easy to
reference ~ has been a life-saver. The one very small issue is it assumes the reader has a
rudimentary idea of how to build a wooden box with basic tools; an issue that is easily
addressed if you buy the DVD as a companion. Other than that it should really be titled the
Idiot's Guide to Growing Weed.If, by now, you haven't figured it out, you need to buy Jorge
Cervante's Ultimate Grow DVD along with this book. Any questions you have from one are
easily answered by the other.”

marlene, “I did not read this book.. My former neighbor wanted to buy this book and he didn't
have Internet access or a credit card, so I ordered it for him, shipped to his address directly. I
rated the book based on how happy he was about it. The author has several youtube tips too.
So if you want some basics, you can get a lot of free tips from you tube by Jorge Cervantes, self
proclaimed expert. If you live in a state where growing marijuana is illegal, I do NOT recommend
it, just more evidence if you get caught. There is plenty of good info online. For the serious
grower or dreamer, you might like the book.  Have fun!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good guidance for grow rooms. I got this book to help guide me in
making an indoor veggie garden. Mr. C, you could make some coin by advising those of us who



aren't interested in mind altering substances. There is a substantial lack of info for those of us in
northern climates who want to grow food all year round (that isn't lettuce or sprouts - bleah)”

MatthewWayne, “Marijuana grow basics, J.C. Cannabis seed to bud for Dummies. Very in depth
book On Cannabis Growth, walks you through every step of the way and basically grows your
marijuana for you, without actually growing it. Gives the essentials you need to know and what
works and what has been tested and tried and true. It is a alot of information to handle so once
read I would reread and go over certain points to make sure they stick! Also take your own notes
while reading, grab a clipboard and pen and paper, and write down imporatant, useful
information that you just learned and review it once you are done with your read. Can't wait to
purchase Marijuana Horticulture: the indoor/outdoor grower's Bible.”

Brandee, “Skip the Kindle, get a Hard Copy. Very good book on INDOOR cannabis cultivation as
well as general cannabis horticulture basics. It covers soil and hydroponic methods. As this book
is very image heavy please DO NOT get the Kindle version. The images in the Kindle version
were far too low resolution to be of use, especially in the horticulture portion of the book. I
returned the Kindle version and purchased a hard copy.”

G. Hernandez, “My First Harvest Is Going To Be Epic! Thanks Jorge!. This is the the best guide
so far for the beginner grower. Internet searches on random blogs didn't seem to help much.
Jorge Cervavntes knows what he is talking about. I now have the confidence to say that my first
crop will be great. Plenty of pics and step by step instructions on how to grow succesfully
broken down by an approximate timeline. This is a great guide. Hopefully he'll update with more
information concerning auto flowering and feminized seeds.  Buy this, you won't regret it.”

The G's down Falmouth, “It's all you need, brilliant reading. I'm a keen gardener and like growing
exotic fruit, bought this to read something different about indoor growing and was amazed! I can
use these techniques to improve my fruit!!!I very good read”

Virgin Fondle Flaps, “Good starter growers guide. Best begineers grow book on the market. The
information is outdated but it's still essential information. You need this book in your library.”

Menace, “As usual.. Good book. Nice theory and practical illustrations. You really can't go wrong.
Give it 5 a nice addition to the libary”

james arthur spencer, “Five Stars. A very good book and lots of pictures.”

Zoran Nikolic, “Vary good. More of a quick reference guide and not like other Jorge's book but
very good as well. Not so comprehensive but still gives you basic info and quick check of
problems.”



The book by Tom LaPadula has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 386 people have provided feedback.
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